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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2017. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. Keep Your Friends Close is the third story in Granelli s hard-hitting series of Mafia tales.
Using the vibrant backdrop of Palermo, old characters reappear to continue the internecine
struggles of the Tomasso Cruci Family, where double-dealing, treachery, and violent retribution
seem the norm. Granelli also brings in a police element for the first time in the form of Carlo CC
Carpanini and his memorable sidekick Leo Bracchi. It seems they are up against insurmountable
odds, and even by Granelli s standards, this tale has more twists that a serpent s tail. Everyone is
fighting his bloody corner and no one can be trusted. CC is out to bring the Cruci organization down,
the Don himself wants to take control of the Palermo underworld, Primo Orsi wants revenge for his
father s murder, and number one hit man Fredo wants to create his own kind of violent mayhem -
four bloody roads that will collide in an astounding climax. Roger Granelli is a Welsh writer and
musician. He has published eight novels plus a Quick Read novella. His acclaimed crime thriller
Dead Pretty was a Waterstones...
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Complete information! Its this kind of good study. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. I found out this pdf from
my dad and i encouraged this ebook to learn.
-- Candida Deckow III-- Candida Deckow III

A very great pdf with lucid and perfect explanations. It really is rally interesting throgh reading time period. You wont really feel monotony at at any
moment of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you question me).
-- Keshaun Schneider-- Keshaun Schneider
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